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        Abstract: Most prominent challenges in all business is to 
retain and satisfy their valuable customers for sustain successfully 
in the market. Numerous Machine learning approaches are 
emerging to develop various customer retention models to solve 
this issue in many applications. This swing is more realized in 
telecom industry due its enormous significance. This article 
presents an elaborated survey on machine learning based churn 
prediction in telecom sector from the year 2000 to 2018. We also 
extracted the problems and challenges in Telecom Churn 
Prediction and reported suggestion and solutions. We believe this 
article helps the researches or data analysts in the telecom field to 
select optimal and appropriate methods and for designing 
improved novel model for churn prediction in future. 

     Index Terms: Churn Prediction, Machine learning, Survey, 
Telecom.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Literature Survey aims to produce the current idea about the 
topic, deliver the foundation and motivation for researchers to 
do new work in future. This paper presents a literature survey 
of various machine learning techniques in Telecom Industry. 
Due to the Worldwide development, Information Technology 
has shown great increase in various Service Providers which 
leads to high competition among them. The most common 
challenge for them to tackle customer churn, retain and satisfy 
their customers to sustain successfully in the market [9][35]. 
Churn is when a customer stops the relationships from current 
service provider and switches to another. This unceasing 
activity of churning affects the total business profit and image. 
So, it is always better to forecast and prevent customers from  
churning. The recent development in analyzing of customer 
records information are trending currently due to its huge 
significance, predominantly in telecom Sector. Churn 
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Prediction is an important element as a cost for acquiring new 
customers is expensive than retaining the existing ones 
[18][20]. Thus, a minute upgrade and development in churn 
prediction model prevails good economic growth in 
organizations. This paper presents a detailed survey of 
Telecom churn Prediction works from the year 2000 to 2018. 
It is also noticed that, there has been continuous interest in this 
research area for creating and designing a churn prediction 
model for telecom [43]. Data analyzing for telecom churn 
prediction involves clustering, Pattern recognition, 
extraction, pre-processing and classification abiding the 
traditional classifiers, ensemble classifiers and other hybrid 
methods. This article mainly takes an elaborated survey of 
different churn prediction Machine Learning algorithm 
models that have been engaged in the sphere of telecom filed. 
The articles are analyzed and organized methodically by 
considering features, methods and machine learning 
techniques used. It has been observed that improvement in 
predicting accuracy in models are increased after the debut of 
ensemble and hybrid techniques. The structure of this paper is 
as follows: In section 2, We discussed about the selection of 
articles by Systemic Analysis Procedure for Electing Articles.  
Section 3, describes the taxonomy of articles. Section 4, 
presents a various data sources that have been employed for 
Telecom Churn Prediction. Section 5, reveals limitations, 
challenges and feature Selection Methods used in Telecom 
Churn Prediction. Lastly, Section 5, concludes this article.  

II. SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS PROCEDURE FOR 

ELECTING ARTICLES 

The research articles in this paper are collected and elected 
according to Systemic Analysis Procedure (SAP). This 
Strategy helps to pick the standard articles to answer the 
research queries in effective and appropriate manner. 
Initially, we gathered 951 articles related to research queries. 
Next, we removed 476 papers due to irrelevant abstract and 
content outside the scope. The duplication phase 205 
removed papers. Further, 217 papers have been eliminated by 
reviewer phase due to poor works. 

A. Research Questions:  

Research Queries carries three sets of questions:(a) Queries 
related to Machine Learning methods used in Telecom churn 
Prediction;(b) Questions related to Telecom churn datasets; 
and (C) Queries related to future trend and opportunities. 
Table 1 depicts the research questions for Telecom churn 
prediction. 
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Table 1. Research Queries 
S. No  Questions 

RQ1. Which type of Machine Learning algorithm is 
employed for classification, clustering and 
optimization in churn Prediction? 

RQ2. What are the major kinds of ML methods used 
in churn Prediction? 

RQ3. What are the types of public and private 
datasets used in churn prediction? How many 
occurrences these datasets have been used? 

RQ4. How to integrate single classifiers to design 
hybrid classifier? 

RQ5. What is meant by hybrid ensembles? Why it is 
popular in recent days?  

RQ6. What are the major frequent challenges to 
perform customer churn prediction in 
Telecom? What are possibilities are developed 
to overcome the challenges? 

B. Articles Source:   

The papers are collected in the time duration 
between 2000 to 2018 from Standard sources 
mentioned below.  

 IEEE Explorer 
 Elsevier 
 Springer 
 Google Scholar 
 ACM Digital Library.  

C. Search phrase:  
 Telecom churn Prediction 

 Customer Churn in Telecom  
 field 
 Customer retention   
 Churn prediction 

D. Inclusion and Exclusion Aspects: 

 Articles must from standard high-quality publishers 
and downloadable. 

 Articles that report for application in Telecom 
industry only. 

 Articles must possess quality work relevant to binary 
classification, clustering, prediction and 
identification of churners. 

 It must propose idea or solutions to Telecom customer 
churn problems issues. 

 Articles must relevant on Machine learning and its 
optimization algorithms. 

 Papers should not be a review or scrutiny paper. 
 Articles are other than English. 
 Papers which has duplicates works, lack of 

effectiveness and not peer reviewed. 

III. TAXONOMY OF ELECTED ARTICLES 

The articles are investigated and sorted systematically based 
on their features, methods and machine learning techniques 
employed. In consideration of these criteria, the articles are 
divided into four main categories as traditional single 
methods, hybrid classifier methods, ensemble classifiers 
methods and hybrid ensemble classifiers. Fig 1. shows 

taxonomy of Various kinds of Churn Prediction Techniques 
from the year 2000 to 2018. 

 

     FIG 1. TAXONOMY OF CHURN PREDICTION TECHNIQUES 
Traditional single classifier methods are common and 
standard bygone techniques such as regression, SVM, 
Decision Trees, etc. Hybrid classifiers are designed by 
integrating of two or more single classifiers. Ensemble 
classifiers are techniques such as boosting, stacking and 
bagging which is used for improving accuracy. It has been 
realized that increase in efficiency of models are after the 
introduction of ensemble and hybrid methods. Hybrid 
ensembles aggregate hybrid of multi classifiers with ensemble 
methods. Now a days, hybrid ensembles shines in telecom 
predictive data analytics and becomes very popular due its 
higher predicting ability.   

A. Traditional Single Classifier Methods  

Traditional Single Classifier Methods are most popular 
baseline classifiers such as Decision Trees, Support Vector 
Machines, Bayesian Network, Regression and Neural 
Networks. Churn Prediction Models have been designed 
using single classification algorithms and used for prediction 
of churners in datasets. Fig 2 represents various algorithms 
used in Traditional single classifier techniques from the year 
2000 to 2018. In 2000, Michael et al. [47] introduced a churn 
prediction model by using Neural Networks and Linear 
Regression on a private wireless telecom dataset. Nath et al. 
[1] used Bayesian classifier in the year 2003, they applied the 
model on Teradata from Duke university. Their model 
acquired 68% of accuracy. In 2006, Shin-Yuan Hung et al. [2] 
selected K-means, Artificial Neural Networks (Back 
Propagation) and Decision Tree (C5.0) algorithms for 
research. These three algorithms are used in predictive 
modelling and customer segmentation. The data source they 
used was from Taiwan telecom company of one-year data. For 
performance evaluation they used hit ratio and Lift. Yu Zhao 
et al. (2005) proposed one class Support Vector Model which 
detects anomalies and predicted the accuracy of 87.1% on 
Teradata from Duke university [4].In 2008, Xia and Jin et al. 
[5] used Support Vector Machine on UCI churn Dataset. The 
conclusion was Radial Basis Function yields better results 
(90.9% of accuracy) than SVM with Radial Basis Function 
result (59% of accuracy). Pınar Kisioglu, et al. [6] used 

Bayesian Belief Network for identifying the effective churn 
management from customer’s behaviours. The model was 

applied on Turkish telecom dataset. 
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They used CHAID method for converting continues variables 
to discretize variables. In 2010, Marcin Owczarczuk et al. 
[16] used Logistic Regression in a Private dataset and 
selected lift curve for evaluation measure. He suggested 
future work shall be churn model for both prepaid and 
post-paid customers. In 2011, [12] Abbas Keramati et al. used 
Binomial Logistic Regression algorithm on Iranian mobile 
operator data. They calculated coefficients and hypothesis for 
variables present in the dataset. Wouter et al. (2012) [50] 
introduced a profit measure and conducted experiments with 
various classification algorithms such as LR, DT, NB etc 
applied on 11 telecom datasets. Decision trees performs well 
among others. Bingquan Huang et al. (2012) used six 
algorithms such as ANN, LR, DT, NB, SVM etc on a real-life 
Ireland telecom dataset [21]. They performed new feature 
selection approach in all above algorithms with the evaluation 
measure of true and false churn rate. 

Fig 2. Traditional Single Classifiers 

B. Hybrid classifiers 

Hybrid classifier methods are developed by integration of 
two or more machine learning classifier algorithms. Since 
single predictor methods cannot perform well, hybrid 
classifiers are emerged to improve the prediction accuracy of 
the model in telecom field. Fig 3. represents various hybrid 
approaches of machine learning used in Telecom churn 
prediction from the year 2008 to 2018. In 2007, Bong-Horng 
Chu et al. [7] constructed a hybrid architecture of learning 
mode and usage mode. They used C5.0 for classification and 
GHSOM for clustering on Taiwan telecom dataset and they 
realized 85% of accuracy. Chih-FongTsai et al.  (2009) [8] 
proposed a model with hybrid algorithms in combination 
ANN with ANN and ANN with SOM. They realized the 
accuracies of 94.32% and 93.06 %. They dint apply any 
feature selection methods and they entire model was tested by 
fuzzy testing data. In 2009, Pendharkar et al. proposed a 
model based on Neural Network and Genetic algorithm [17]. 
They used Tera duke datasets and used False positive rate for 
evaluation measure. Jiayin Qi et al. (2010) [9] integrated the 
advantages of ADTrees and Logistic Regression and applied 
on a private telecom dataset. They used ROC as evaluation 
measure and reported that variables selection and model 
selection are two main features for prediction churn. In 2010, 
Bingquan Huang et al. [15] use modified NASA II method for 
optimization for selecting sub features on real life Ireland 
Telecom data set. They used Decision Tree for fitness 
function and got 96% improved accuracy. WouterVerbeke et 
al (2010) [10] combined AntMiner+ with ALBA and realized 
the specificity of 99.71% and the best results are seen in 
ALBA combined with RIPPER or C4.5. In 2011, Adem 
Karahoca et al. [11] introduced a clustering algorithm called 
X-Means and Fuzzy C Means integrated with ANFIS for 
sensitive churn prediction. A comparison of many hybrid 
algorithms was executed and they reported 0.91 Sensitivity on 

GSM, Turkey dataset. In 2011, Hyeseon Lee et al. [13] built a 
model based on PLS techniques on highly correlated Tera 
Duke dataset. They reported PLS has performs well when 
compared to all other single classification models. In 2012, 
Zhen-YuChen et al. [22] proposed a novel approach called 
HMK-SVM to integrate static and longitudinal trends in 
customer data and reported 0.98 AUC value on Duke dataset.  
In 2013, Ying Huang et al. [25] introduced a hybrid approach 
of combining K-Means for grouping customers and FOIL 
algorithm for predicting churn. 5-fold cross validation is used 
as evaluating the model and it yields 89.70 as AUC value. 
Keramati et al. (2014) implemented a churn predictions 
models using four algorithms namely DT, ANN, KNN, SVM 
and reported ANN performs well among them [27]. Then 
constructed a hybrid of all above algorithms and reported a 
95% of accuracy. Ammar A.Q et al.(2016) [31] proposed a 
hybrid firefly technique and reported 86.3%  with 2.5 min. 
Hybrid firefly algorithms overcomes accuracy and run time of 
normal firefly algorithm. In 2016, [32] Wenjie et al. proposed 
a hybrid algorithm called SDSCM which is the combination 
of SCM and AFS and reported a clustering accuracy of 96% 
on Iris and wine dataset. Parallel SDSCM was developed and 
implemented in Hadoop tool on china telecom dataset. They 
fragmented the customers into 8 clusters and given priority 
based on churn rate of each clusters In 2017, M Azeem et al. 
[34] used fuzzy classifiers and stressed the significance of TP 
rate. They applied the fuzzy model in south Asian data set and 
reported AUC value of 0.68 by using OWANN classifier. In 
2017, Long Zha et al. proposed a new KLMM algorithm for 
feature selection for high dimensional issue and used leave 
one out method as cross validation to evaluate the hyper 
parameter .In 2017, E. Sivasankar et al. used many clustering 
algorithms like K-Means, FCM, PFCM and reported that 
decision tree combined with K-Means gives higher accuracy 
when compared to all the combination [37]. In 2018, Adnan 
Amin et al. [40] developed a method based on the distance 
factor of classifiers. They applied this method on four 
different datasets and Naive Bayes was used as a baseline 
classifier. Bayesian Binomial method test was used to 
evaluate the entire system. J. Vijaya et al. [41] proposed a 
hybrid method of multi class clustering called PPFCM with 
ANN and reported an accuracy of 94%. They applied this 
novel hybrid method on tera duke dataset in 2017. Arno De 
Caigny et al. [42] proposed a hybrid method called LLM for 
classification of data. Decision Tree is used for segmentation 
of data and LLM is used in every leaf. The proposed model 
reported 0.62 AUC value.J. Vijaya et al. (2018) built a hybrid 
model using fuzzy clustering such as FCM, PCM, PFCM with 
DT, KNN SVM, NB & LDA. They made an ensemble 
combination of algorithms with bagging, boosting, and 
Random Subspace and reported the best ensemble hybrid as 
FPCM+ boosting with yields 98.40 % of accuracy. S Hoppner 
et al. [44] proposed a new classifier namely Proftree which is 
derived from Decision tree. They introduced this classifier for 
profitability and interpretability in churn prediction model. 
They used 9 different dataset and reported ProfTree algorithm 
yields good EMPC value when compared to other tree-based 
classifiers in the year 2018.In 2018, S. Babu et al. [52] 
proposed algorithms for class imbalance issue by enhanced 
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SMOTE and DT. They achieved higher accuracy on UCI 
churn dataset using those algorithms. 
 
 

 
 

Fig 3. Hybrid Classifiers 

C. Ensemble classifiers 

Ensemble Methods are group of combined weak classifiers 
which yields better results on basis of voting Process [61]. 
Recently, ensemble classifiers such as boosting, bagging etc 
are used in Telecom field which are becoming popular for 
producing desired accurate results [46]. Fig 4. depicts various 
Ensemble Classifiers used in Telecom Churn Prediction from 
2000 to 2018. Yong Seog Kim (2006) proposed an ensemble 
of ANN and Logit algorithms for better feature selection 
prediction. The dataset used was provided by Teradata Center 
for CRM at Duke University [3]. In 2006, Aurelie et al. [49] 
presented a comparison evaluation of three concepts namely 
Bagging, Boosting and Binary Logit model. They reported 
Bagging and Boosting yields good predictive power and its 
suitable for large datasets. In 2011, [14] Koen W.De Bock 
proposed two ensemble models namely Rot boost and 
Rotation Forest. The feature extraction methods like PCA, 
ICA and SPR are used with proposed techniques. They 
applied on real time European Telecom dataset and reported 
AUC value of 0.63 for combination of rotation forest with 
PCA.Adnan Idris et al. [18] integrated Genetic algorithm with 
Adaboost with two standard data of cell2cell and Tera dataset 
from Duke university. They reported AUC value of 0.89 
evaluated by 10 f old cross validation. and in same year, they 
proposed an approach using random forest, mRMR &RF and 
reported a AUC value of 0.75. RF and KNN was used to 
evaluate the performance of reduced attributes. In 2012, [20] 
Koen W.De Bock et al. proposed an algorithm called 
GAMensplus and reported 63% of accuracy on European 
dataset. they compared with other techniques such as 
Bagging, RSM and Logistic Regression. Adnan Idris et al. 
[23] (2012) analysed a comparative study of tree-based 
ensemble algorithms with many feature selections techniques 
and reported Rotboost combines with mRMR gives higher 
AUC value of 0.86 oncell2cell dataset. In 2013, Adnan Idris 
et al. [24] combines RotBoost + mRMR and reported AUC 
value of 0.816 and 0.761 on Cell2Cell and orange dataset 

respectively. They used 10-fold validation for validating the 
performance of various feature extraction algorithms. In 
2014, Ning Lu et al. [26] proposed a model to predict churn 
based on weights assigned by gentle Adaboost algorithm and 
Logistic Regression is used as a baseline algorithm. Gradient 
Descent technique is used for optimization and reported AUC 
value of 64.08. In 2015, T Vafeiadis et al. [28] used all 
baseline algorithms and evaluated the suitability using cross  
validation. In next phase, the performance is increased by 
boosting algorithm. Monte carlo simulation was applied to all 
baseline machine learning algorithms. The best algorithms 
were SVM_POLY with Adaboost which yields 84% of F- 
measure and 97% of accuracy. Jin Xiao et al. (2015) 
presented a feature selection technique based on GMDH 
Neural Network and classification is implemented for 
developing patterns from the data. Type 1 and type 2 accuracy 
are examined [29]. In 2015, Adnan Idris et al. [30] compared 
techniques in many phases, PSO, GA and mRMR was used 
for class imbalance, feature reduction process. SVM, 
Rotboost, Rotation forest and Random forest are used bring 
out feature space. Finally, ensemble methods are used based 
on voting. They reported AUC value of 0.85 and 0.82 for 
Orange and Cell2Cell datasets respectively. In 2017, [36] 
Bing Zhu et al. compared many techniques for feature 
selection, cost effective and ensemble techniques using many 
algorithms. They used eleven telecom public and private data 
from various sources. Adnan Idris et al. (2017) [33] proposed 
a combined technique of GP with Adaboost for higher level of 
classification and PSO was used to imbalance class issue. 
They reported AUC value of 0.63 and 0.91 for orange and 
Cell2cell dataset respectively. In 2018, J. Vijaya et al. [38] 
implemented a churn prediction model for feature selection 
using rough set, wrapper and filter techniques combined with 
ensemble techniques like bagging, boosting and random 
subspace for optimization.  

 
 

Fig 4. Ensemble Classifiers 

D. Hybrid ensemble classifiers 

Hybrid ensemble classifiers are made by new way integrating 
multiple classifiers. These classifiers yield optimal accuracy 
compared to bygone traditional methods. It is designed and 
developed by combination of two or more ensemble 
approaches like boost-stacked, bagged-stacked etc.  
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Many single classifiers are combined with various ensemble 
methods to form a hybrid of ensembles. Fig 5   
In 2017, E. Sivasankar et al. [43] made hybrid of algorithms 
with PSO and simulated annealing in pre-processing stage 
and combined with hybrid of classifiers. They applied various 
models on small orange and large orange dataset and reported 
PSO with FSSA yields more accuracy than other hybrid 
models. In 2017, Adnan et al. [48] created hybrid of ensemble 
by heterogeneous and homogenous classification algorithms. 
They reported heterogeneous ensemble algorithms yields 
higher accuracy than individual and homogeneous ensemble 
methods. In 2018, Mahreen Ahmed et al. [45] used hybrid of 
ensembles of boost stacked and bagged stacked techniques 
with baseline algorithms. They reported the bagged stacked 
performs well in both datasets with 98.4% and 97.2% of 
accuracies. In 2018, [52] Ammar et al. created ensemble 
stacking with bench mark algorithms and integrated 
cost-effective mechanism. They applied on UCI churn 
dataset.  

 
Fig. 5. Hybrid Ensemble Classifiers. 

IV. DATASETS FOR CHURN PREDICTION: 

Churn prediction in Telecom has been employed in both 
public and private datasets. The private churn datasets 
employed by researchers are gathered from various telecom 
operators. Most of the private datasets are unattainable due to 
proprietary issues.The summary of publicly available dataset 
used for telecom churn prediction are shown in table 2 and fig. 
6 depicts the number of articles used for reseach using various 
Telecom datasets. 
 

 
 

Fig 6.   Telecom datasets Vs No of articles 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2. Publicly available Telecom datasets 

V. CHALLENGES 

The prominent research challenge in Telecom churn 
prediction is data imbalance issue in Telecom dataset. 
Publicly available dataset for telecom are highly imbalance in 
nature. The algorithms proposed for this issue shows an 
effective act in churn prediction. Adnan et al. used PSO 
combined classifiers for class imbalance issue [19]. Bing Zhu 
et al. [36] used RUS method for class imbalance issue in 11 
different datasets. Adnan et al. [33] applied PSO under 
sampling for imbalanced class distribution in two publicly 
available datasets. Another important challenge is integrating 
of multiple classifiers to form a hybrid one. Since single 
predictors doesn’t perform well, there was shift from single 
predictors to hybrid classifiers. Many approaches [37] [39] 
[52] are introduced to solve this issue. Third challenge is 
about combination of multiple classifiers and ensemble 
methods to form hybrid ensemble. Recently introduced novel 
way method [45] performs well compared to bygone hybrid 
classifier methods. Selecting the correct feature for churn 
prediction also comes a challenging issue in telecom churn 
prediction analytics. The below Fig 7. summarize the various 
methods used for feature selection used in past studies. 

 
Fig 7. Feature Selection Methods 

 
 

No   DATASET INSTANCES  FEATURES 

1. UCI/Big ML  – 
University of California 
[60] 

3333 21 

2. IBM Watson [53] 7043 21 
3. Sigtel Telecom (UK) 

[55] 
5000 21 

4. Kaggle- private dataset 
[56] 

100,000 100 

5. Orange dataset  
French Telecom 
company [54] 

50,000 260 

6. SATO (2015) South 
Asian telecom company 
[57] 

2000 13 

7. Cell2cell, Duke 
university Research 
Centre  (CRM) [58] 

71,047 58 

8. Telecom Churn Data for 
SE Asia Region 
(Kaggle) [59] 

100,000 226 
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VI. CONCLUSION:  

Telecom churn prediction is a trending area that is frequently 
employed in research to satisfy the valuable customers. 
Recently past, many Machine Learning models has been 
employed on different public and private telecom dataset. 
This article contributes an elaborated survey on various 
machine learning techniques employed between 2000 to 
2018. Fig 8. shows a number of published standard articles 
between year 2000 to 2018. It has been observed that there is 
a continuous evolution of creating churn prediction models by 
researches especially in telecom field. This paper also reveals 
about public and private telecom churn datasets and major 
challenges in telecom sector. It is also perceived that more 
standard papers in the year 2017 and 2018. Currently, hybrid 
ensembles are becoming so popular due its higher prediction 
ability and huge significance. Table 3. Depicts the entire 
summary of various churn prediction carried out between the 
year 2000 to 2018. 
 

 
Fig 8. No Of Published Articles Per Year In Telecom 

Churn Prediction (2000 - 2018) 
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Table 3. Summary of Churn Prediction Models from 2000 to 2018 
S.No Author(s) Year Algorithms Used Dataset Measures 

1.  Michael et al. 2000 Logit Regression 
Neural Network 

Private dataset 47,000 observations ROC 

2.  Chih ping et al. 2002 Decision tree Taiwan dataset (114,000 records) Miss and false 
rate 

3.  Shyam V. Nath 2003 Bayesian classifier Teradata Center for CRM at Duke 
University (100,000 customers) 

Accuracy 

4.  Yu Zhao  Bing Li 2005 
SUPPORT VECTOR 

MACHINE 

 

Teradata Center for CRM at Duke 
University 

Accuracy 

5.  Yong Seog Kim 2006 Ensemble of ANN and 
logit 

Teradata Center for CRM at Duke 
University (100,000 examples) 

Hypotheses 
and 

Coefficients 
6.  Shin-Yuan Hung 2006 K-Means, artificial neural 

networks (back 
propagation) and decision 

tree (C5.0) 

Private: 
Taiwan telecom company (160,000 

subscribers 
) 

Hit ratio 
Lift (%) 

7.  Aurelie et al. 2006 Bagging, stochastic 
gradient & binary logit 

Teradata Center for CRM at Duke 
University 

Top decile & 
Gini 

coefficient 
8.  Bong-HorngChu 2007 

C5.0 WITH GHSOM 
Taiwan telecom dataset (65516 

business subscribers) 
Accuracy 

9.  XIA Guo-en, 
JINWei-dong 

2008 
SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE 

UCI churn Data UCI (3333 customers) Accuracy 

10.  Parag C. Pendharkar 2009 
GENETIC ALGORITHM WITH 

NN 

Teradata Center for CRM at Duke 
University and 

Real life data of 195,956 customers 

False Positive 
Rate 

11.  Chih-FongTsai 2009 
ANN AND SOM 

American telecom company dataset (51,306 
Subscribers) 

Accuracy 

12.  Jiayin Qi 2010 
ADTREES AND LOGISTIC 

REGRESSION 

Private dataset ROC 

13.  PınarKisioglu 2010 
BAYESIAN BELIEF 

NETWORK 

Turkish telecom dataset (2000 instances) Churn 
percentage 

14.  Marcin Owczarczuk 2010 
LOGISTIC REGRESSION 

Private dataset (85,274 observations) Lift curves 

15.  Bingquan Huang 2010 Modified NSGA-II and 
C4.5 

Ireland 
Telecom data (18,600 customers) 

Overall 
Accuracy 

16.  Wouter Verbeke, 
David Martens 

2010 
ANTMINER+ AND ALBA 

Public dataset (5000 observations) Specificity 

17.  Adem Karahoca 2011 
X-MEANS, FUZZY C MEANS 

AND INTEGRATED WITH 

ANFIS 

Turkey GSM operator (24,900 GSM 
subscribers) 

 

Sensitivity 
Specificity 

18.  Abbas Keramati 
 

2011 
BINOMIAL LOGISTIC 

REGRESSION 

Iranian mobile operator (3150 customers) Coefficients 

19.  HyeseonLee 2011 
PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES 

Teradata Centre for CRM at Duke 
University (100,000 observations) 

Hit rate and 
Lift trend 

curve 
 

20.  Koen W.De Bock 2011 
ROTATION FOREST AND 

ROT BOOST 

European Telecom dataset 
(35,550 instances) 

Accuracy, 
AUC, Top 
decile life. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0950705106001742#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0957417409004758#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0957417410014089#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0167923611001254#!
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21.  Adnan Idris 2012 
GENETIC ALGORITHM WITH 

ADABOOST 

orange dataset 
(50,000 observations) and cell2cell dataset 

(40,000 samples) 

AUC 

22.  Adnan Idris et al. 2012 
PSO+MRMR+RF 

French telecom orange dataset 
 

Accuracy 
AUC 

23.  Koen W.De Bock et 
al. 

2012 
GAMENSPLUS 

European dataset (35,550 
observations) 

Accuracy 
AUC 

24.  Bingquan Huang et al. 2012 
ANN, LR, DT, NB, SVM 

ETC 

life Ireland telecom dataset (827,124 
customers) 

True 

& False churn 
rate 

 
25.  Wouter et al. 2012 

21 CLASSIFICATION 

TECHNIQUES 

11 telecom datasets 
(both private & public ) 

AUC, 
Top decile lift 

26.  ZY Chen et al. 2012 
HMK-SVM 

Tera Duke dataset (3399 instances) AUC 
Lift criteria 

27.  Adnan Idris 2012 
ROTBOOST 

Cell2cell (40000 instances) AUC 
 

28.  Adnan Idris et al. 2013 
ROTBOOST+ + MRMR 

Cell2cell (40000 instances) 
Tera Duke data(50,000) 

AUC 

29.  YingHuang et al. 2013 
K-MEANS + FOIL 

Private dataset (104,199 customer records) AUC 

30.  Ning Lu et al. 2014 
ADABOOST + LOGISTIC 

REGRESSION 

(Private dataset)7190 customers AUC 

31.  Keramati et al. 2014 
DT, ANN, KNN, SVM 

Iranian mobile company. (3150 customer 
data) 

Accuracy 
F-Score 

 
32.  T Vafeiadis 2015 

SVM-PLOY WITH 

ADABOOST 

UCI ML Repository 
5000 samples 

Accuracy 
F-measure 

 

33.  Jin Xiao et al. 2015 
GMDH- NN 

Churn (3333 observations) 
 

Accuracy 

34.  Adnan Idris et al. 2015 PSO, mRMR, Genetic 
Algorithm, Random 

Forest, Rotation Forest, 
RotBoost and SVM. 

Orange datasets (50,000 observations) 
 

Cell2Cell (40,000 observations) 

AUC 

35.  Ammar A.Q et al. 2016 Hybrid firefly Orange dataset50,000 observations) 
 
 

Accuracy 

36.  Wenjie Bi et al. 2016 SDSCM, AFS, K-Means China Telecom Accuracy 
37.  Adnan Idris et al. 2017 PSO, GP, Adaboost, Orange datasets (50,000 observations) 

Cell2Cell (40,000 observations) 
AUC 

38.  Adnan et al. 2017 SVM,bagging, KNN, NB, 
NN 

UCI dataset Accuracy, 
Kappa 

39.  M Azeem et al. 2017 Fuzzy classifiers south Asian Telecom (600000 Instances) AUC 
 

40.  Long Zha et al. 2017 KLMM Orange datasets (50,000 observations) 
 

Kappa, 
accuracy 

41.  Adnan et al. 2017 homo and heterogenous 
ensembles 

UCI , KDD cup2009 AUC 

42.  Bing Zhu et al. 2017 RUS, SMOTE, Bagging, 11 data sets (4 public & 9 private) EMP, 
AUC 

43.  E. Sivasankar et al. 2017 FCM, PFCM & K-Means, 
DT 

Churn dataset (50,000 observations) Accuracy 

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/38529281900
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/38529281900
https://scholar.google.co.in/citations?user=4cuWylAAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1110866517300403#!
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44.  E. Sivasankar et al. 2017 PSO, NB, SVM, Random 
Forest and other hybrid 

models 

Orange Small and Orange Large Accuracy 

45.  J. Vijaya et al. 2018 Baseline classifiers, 
Bagging, Boosting, RS, 

rough set, filter and 
wrapper 

Teradata Centre for CRM at Duke 
University 

Accuracy 
 

46.  Adnan Amin et al. 2018 CCP method with distance 
factor 

UCI Churn (3333 Observations), IBM 
Watson (7043 observations), Abinav 

Kaggle (100,000 records) and 
Pakdd2006(18,000 records) 

Accuracy, 
and 

F-Measure 

47.  J. Vijaya et al. 2018 PPFCM-ANN Duke Tera Data Accuracy 
 

48.  ArnoDe Caigny et al. 2018 Logit leaf model, DT 
 

European telecom (47,761 instances 
&50,000 instances) 

AUC 

49.  J Vijaya et al. 2018 Fuzzy clustering 
algorithms with baseline 

classifiers 

Private dataset Accuracy 

50.  S Hoppner et al. 2018 ProfTree 9 Telecom datasets EMPC 
51.  S. Babu et al. 2018 EMOTE, DT UCI Churn dataset ACCURACY 
52.  Ammar et al. 2018 Ensemble stacking 

 
UCI Churn dataset Accuracy 

53.  Mahreen Ahmed et al. 
 

2018 Boosted-Stacked 
Bagged-Stacked 

UCI dataset (5000 samples) 
SATO dataset (2000 observations) 

Accuracy 

 
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0377221718301243#!
https://scholar.google.co.in/citations?user=4CdLEsUAAAAJ&hl=en&oi=sra

